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Editors Notes: Darryl Bourke
Stories
We are fortunate to have a good collection of stories in this May edition of
the Wheel.
Steve Ahearn tells us about his 1978 Mercedes 280CE.
Bob McKay and Pilar Perez-McKay give us an insight into their Honda
CT90 trail bike.
We lean about the ladder golf game played by those who attended the
Gundaroo Run from Joe Vavra.
Ray Malam walks us though the Wheels of Wamboin 2021 event.
Chris Hillbrick-Boyd updates us on the CHMC Annual Rally Run
I mention how I eventually managed to get my truck licence.
Plus the meeting minutes to keep you up to date with STHARC.

Cover photo: Bob McKay’s Honda CT90
trail bike which I believe is called “Honey”.
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Minutes of General Meeting
Tuesday 6th April 2021 @ 20:05
Committee Present:
President – Joe Vavra; Treasurer – Christine Brown, Regalia – Ray &
Barbara Malam; Membership Secretary – Maureen Vavra; Minute
Secretary – Chris Hillbrick-Boyd
Apologies:
: Pam Corbett (Secretary Correspondence), John Corbett (Registrar),
Malcolm Roxburgh (Webmaster), Darryl Bourke (Editor), Hugh Spencer
(Events Director) & Bev Lang, Geoff Rudd, Tony Brown, John Thomas
and as per attendance sheet
Visitors:
Glen Whyte, Gundaroo who has a mix of classic motorbikes and cars and
one tractor.
Rod Williams, ACT has a Morris Minor that he inherited.
New Members:
Marian and Eddie Francis were welcomed to STHARC by the President.
He advised that their badges were delayed and will be given to them
asap.
President’s Report: Joe Vavra
Joe Vavra welcomed everyone to the Meeting.
1. Joe announced that STHARC would need to continue using the
Jerrabomberra Community Hall for May and possibly June. Any change
will be in The Wheel and on the website. Joe has visited the refurbished
Girl Guides Hall and says it is well done, however, until the restrictions lift
STHARC meeting numbers could be too high for the Covid limit of 40
imposed on the Girl Guides Hall.
2. At the April Committee of Management Meeting, the Committee
agreed to the establishment of a Debit Card for use by the Treasurer for
petty cash purposes and regular payments (such as printing costs,
postage costs, trailer payments etc). The Treasurer will establish a
separate account with limited funds to restrict access to the general
account.
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Treasurer’s Report: Christine Brown
Main payments were for regular items. Receipts were new members.
Christine elaborated the establishment of the Debit card explaining that
most payments are by EFT/BPay and the debit card would be used for
non direct electronic payment that require credit card payment.
Secretary’s report:
Correspondence In: Other Club newsletters.
Correspondence Out: none reported.
Public Officer:
Nil to report.
Registrar: John Corbett
John Corbett is travelling out western NSW. He will be attending the
Council of Heritage Motor Clubs NSW (CHMC) AGM in Temora this
Friday 9 April 2021 as STHARC's delegate accompanied by Pam. Of
interest is the upcoming RMS ruling on tractors and trucks; more
information to be provided at the AGM.
Chris Hillbrick-Boyd will attend as an Observer. Chris and Allan are
registered as STHARC's attendees at the CHMC Rally hosted by the
Temora Antique Motor Club.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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Editor: Darryl Bourke
URGENTLY needs our stories for The Wheel. Short blurb and photos.
Membership Secretary: Maureen Vavra
Maureen Vavra reported there are two prospective members, and a total
of 129 members. Maureen is following up with Australia Post about
using stamped “Postage Paid” to replace stick on stamps. Due to
changes in badge production new Membership Badges will be slightly
different as they will printed and not etched.
Webmaster: Malcolm Roxburgh
Nil report
Regalia Officer: Ray Malam
Ray Malam has contacted a new supplier who can provide stocks of the
brands already in use by STHARC.

Public Officer: Chris Hillbrick-Boyd
Nil to report.
Council of ACT Motor Clubs (CACTMC):
Allan Boyd reported he was away for the meeting but understands that
the ACT 60 day log book is on track.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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Events Director: Hugh Spencer
Hugh Spencer not available.
Past Events:
19 March Morning Tea at Sutton Bakery, and 28 march Gundaroo run.
Both events were well attended and enjoyed by members present.
Upcoming Events:
Saturday 17 April: Wheels of Wamboin coordinated by Ray Malam.
Details in April newsletter.
Friday 30 April: Morning tea 10 am start at Barracks Cafe, Lanyon
Homestead. Hosted by Sandra & Brian McInally.
Friday 28 May: Morning tea 10am start at Wildflower Cafe, Fyshwick
opposite Kennards. Details in May newsletter. Hosted by Sandra & Brian
McInally.

Saturday 29 May: Tarago & Braidwood organised by Tony and Christine
Brown. The run to Tarago Markets will depart Qbn Guides Hall at 8.30am
to arrive 9.30am combining a morning tea stop then onto Braidwood for
lunch. Further details in April newsletter.
If a member would like to organise a run contact Joe Vavra with details
etc.
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General Business:
After the May General Meeting tea and coffee will resume – please bring
your own cup.
Christine Brown reported that Tony experienced a medical episode and
spent the night in hospital but is ok and home again.
A number of members shared their mechanical experiences.
Birthdays, Anniversaries etc:

Anniversaries:
Joe & Maureen celebrated 50th wedding Anzac Day in 2020 by
themselves due to Covid, so this year they plan a bigger celebration whilst
away with their caravan group in Tumut !
John & Pam Corbett celebrated their wedding anniversary.
Next Meeting:
Tuesday 4 May, 2021 at 7.45pm @ Jerrabomberra Community Centre

Raffle:
1st prize
Sandra McInally,
2nd prize
Marian Francis.
Birthdays:

John
Corbett
as
photographed here.
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MY MERCEDES by Steve Ahearn
How I acquired my Mercedes
I worked for Sears Morton for over 30 years, and the car (a 1978
Mercedes 280CE) was owned by Joan (Ron’s wife). I used to maintain/
wash the car for her. I ensured the services were up to date and new
tyres fitted when needed.
Ron and Joan had 3 sons, but when Joan passed away, it was her wish
for me to have her car. I think she knew her beloved car would be well
looked after by me.
It was emotional for Ron to part with Joan’s car. Now that I am retired, I
sometimes drive the Mercedes out to visit Ron and have a cuppa with
him. We talk about the fun times we had when I worked for him. It gives
me great satisfaction taking care of Joan’s car.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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HONDA CT90 by Bob and Pilar
Honda CT90 trail bike – Bob McKay and Pilar Perez-McKay
My into to STHARC described a ~1968 crawler tractor/mini dozer. Now we
have a relatively new addition to the stable. A year or so ago, I realised
that driving around our place with a 4l Patrol in low range was chewing
loads of fuel. A neighbour who is into motorbikes suggested one as an
alternative. So why not - but let’s make it a historic bike. Enter Honey, our
1977 Honda CT90 (predecessor of the CT110 postie bike). Well, 1977 is
the frame date. The carbie clogged soon after purchase, and as far as I
can determine from buying a few parts, it’s the 1978 version. So maybe a
bit of mix and match. Perfect for our place – incredibly frugal on fuel, and
with a dual range gearbox for the hills.

In appearance, it’s in almost pristine condition, unbelievably good for a
trail bike. Even down to the auxiliary fuel tank (looks like an oversize
whiskey flask). In the seller’s telling, it was used by a flight school pilot to
ride around the airport, so never registered (that seems to fit, the frame
number doesn’t seem to be known anywhere, and the condition suggests
it’s never been off tarmac).
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There have been a couple of minor issues – the carbie as above, some
hard-to-trace ignition problems (now fixed, cross fingers). And I knew the
fork seals were leaking – today I discovered the shafts are badly pitted, so
probably a couple of months’ wait for replacements. My neighbour tells
me there’s a timing chain rattle, so adjustment and maybe a new chain is
on the agenda when he has some free time (way beyond my ability, I
fear).
There’s really only one problem now: a long-ago pushbike is the nearest
I’ve come to riding a motorbike. I’d always assumed that the accelerator
worked like a car: forward means accelerate, so decelerate is roll back... It
made the first ride quite exciting! Anyway, we’re getting that under control.
But our home is on a flat platform about 50m long. Two exits, both about
15 degrees, one up, one down. Maybe I could manage up – but then I’d
have to come down again. So far, I’ve done a lot of circuits…
One big advantage: she weighs under 100Kgs, so no problem to trailer to
club events. Who knows, maybe I’ll manage a bike licence eventually, and
join in club runs.
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MORNING TEA by Darryl Bourke
The Sutton Bakery
The April Morning Tea was kind of a combined event for ladies & gents in
that it was at The Sutton Bakery however the gentlemen braved the cold
elements seated outside on the veranda.
A good attendance of ten ladies, young Ella and nine gentleman
chattered away over coffee and pastries.
Ladies Attendees:
Sandra McInally, Rhonda Winnett, Kay Carratt, Ronda Cornwell, Christine
Brown, Jane Nock, Barbara Malam, Krystyna McLeish, Maree Burke and
Rhonda Ahearn with Ella.
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Gents Attendees:
Darren Smith
Ray Malam
Tony Brown
Lawrie Nock
John Kasmarec
Brian McInally
Geoff Rudd
Steve Ahearn

Where Next:
The May morning tea will be another combined event for ladies & gents at
Wildflour Café in Fyshwick on Friday 28th May at 10.00am.
The café is an artisan bakery with delicious cakes and pastries to try. The
address is 8 Townsville St, Fyshwick and there’s plenty of parking.
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UNLESS OTHERWISE ADVISED:
All STHARC runs start from the Queanbeyan Girl Guides Hall, Erin St
Queanbeyan.
BYO chairs, tables, picnic ware, drinks & food, sunscreen for all runs.
Day/
Date
Friday
28th

MAY EVENTS
Ladies and Men’s Coffee Morning
10am @ Wildflour Café in Fyshwick at
10.00am.

CONTACT
Sandra &
Brian 0408
634 162.

The café is an artisan bakery with delicious
cakes and pastries to try.
The address is 8 Townsville St, Fyshwick and
there’s plenty of parking.

Saturd
ay
29th

Tarago & Braidwood.
The run to Tarago Markets will depart Qbn
Guides Hall at 8.30am to arrive 9.30am
combining a morning tea stop then onto
Braidwood for lunch.

Tony and
Christine
Brown

is will be an earlier than usual start as we will
be visiting the Tarago markets. So can club
members please meet at the Queanbeyan
Guide Hall at 8:15am for an 8:30am departure.
Alternately, if you are an out-of-town club
member, you may wish to join the club cars as
they pass through Bungendore at around
9:00am, or drive directly to Tarago
MEMBERS PLEASE CONTACT THE EVENTS COMMITTEE IF YOU
WOULD LIKE TO HELP OR ORGANISE A RUN.
Check STHARC’s Website regularly for details and updates.
Members of other car clubs are most welcome to join STHARC on any
of our club runs.
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Saturd
ay
29th

The intension is to have a leisurely wander
around the Tarago markets and also have
some morning tea there. Once everybody is
happy that they have purchased enough
goodies we will cruise to Braidwood for some
more browsing, shopping and to have some
lunch.
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Tony and
Christine
Brown

Ryrie Park is a perfect location for lunch, so
club members can bring their own picnic lunch
or purchase lunch from the many outlets in
Braidwood.
After a suitable time meandering around
Braidwood, we will then return home at our
own pace.
If club members do not wish to attend the
Tarago markets but want to give their car a run
to Braidwood, you will find us parked in the
vicinity of Ryrie Park.

Day/
Date

JUNE EVENTS

CONTACT

If you would like to organise a run then please
contact Joe Vavra with details etc.
MEMBERS PLEASE CONTACT THE EVENTS COMMITTEE IF YOU
WOULD LIKE TO HELP OR ORGANISE A RUN.
Check STHARC’s Website regularly for details and updates.
Members of other car clubs are most welcome to join STHARC on any
of our club runs.
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GUNDAROO RUN by Joe Vavra
Gundaroo Run Sunday 28 March
It was a perfect sunny day on Sunday.
Maureen and I were about to leave home in our 1970 Austin 1800 Ute. A
final check under the bonnet detected a fuel leak on the mechanical fuel
pump. So we took the modern- again .
A small gathering at the Girl Guide Hall but grew as the morning
progressed.
We setup on the edge of the tranquil Gundaroo Showground. Almost
immediately the chairs, tables and morning teas were out.
Glen White, a Gundaroo local and prospective member, dropped in to be
let himself known to us. He told us of his collection of motorcycles and a
Kingswood. He said he will be at our April general meeting.
Our collection of well presented vehicles attracted passersby and why
wouldn’t they. Some stopped for a chat.

After more chit chat and stories about motorcycles and cars (and knitting)
the time came for us to leave.
A most enjoyable day by all.

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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We brought along a game of skill called Ladder Golf. As can be seen in
the attached photo, it consists of 3 rungs of a ladder.
The object was to throw a pair of golf balls, tied together with a short
length of string, to land on a rung. Points are awarded - 3 for top rung, 2
for middle and 1 for the bottom. First person to exactly 21 is winner. We
modified that to 7 because we thought it would take all day.
The outright winner for the day was Chris H-B. Well done.

Roll call Tony & Christine Brown - Mustang
Chris H Boyd - VW beetle
Ian & Ros Pyett daughter Amy - Hillman Gazelle
Barry Stewart - Ford Falcon
Maureen Joe Vavra - modern
Ray & Barb Malam - BMW
Glen White prospective member - 750 Kawasaki
Rhonda & Steve A’Hearn - Mercedes
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WHEELS OF WAMBOIN 2021 by Ray Malam
Saturday 17 dawned fine and clear, if not a little cool but perfect weather
for a car show.
The STHARC contingent arrived around 8 am only to find that our newest
member was already there, at least his car was!. Not to worry, in the
distance parked under a tree was a Corniche so we thought it logical to
line up our cars between the two. Fine, so in go three more in quick
succession - BMW, Mustang, Dodge, then while our backs were turned a
swarm of MG's arrived and zot,zot, zot, in they went in formation and
stuffed up our line. We didn't have the heart to ask them to move
because in one action they disembarked, opened their boots or grabbed
at folding chairs behind their seats and sat down in a hurry to wipe their
eyes, streaming from open top motoring in the cool morning.
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At this stage a number of our members arrived and the MG incident was
lost in a busy time of slotting our cars into the line up that quickly
extended the full length of the ground and around the corner to the next
row where Graham and Albert had parked 'out of the way'.
By this time cars of all types were arriving and filling the oval rapidly. I
understand the line up to enter the venue stretched almost back to the
Norton Rd junction.
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he stall holders in the Hall were kept busy selling food and craft wares all
morning, and I know that the regular coffee barista was up to 700 cups of
coffee by midday. We even found our missing member cooking sausages
all morning for the RFS to sell in their rolls.

All in all a great day and one where it was very enjoyable to be out on
such a perfect Autumn day chatting with friends and admiring the
fabulous range of cars on display. Total attendance was around 275 cars,
a good roll up considering the organisers did not advertise widely because
of Covid concerns. In addition, no judging or distribution of voting slips
was done for the same reason.

Editor photo and comment:
Representing STHARC as president, Joe created his own space.
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STHARC Roll Call
Thanks to all who attended and represented our club.
Allan Boyd
Aeromacchi "173" Harley
Paul and Fay Cunneen 1937 Dodge Coupe
Lawrie and Jane Nock RR Corniche
Tony and Chris Brown 1966 Mustang
Chris Forsey Jensen Interceptor
Ray and Barbara Malam 1981 BMW 318 Coupe
Ian and Tina Oliver 1951 Bentley Drophead Coupe
John Corbett 1950 Ford Pilot
Malcolm and Hazel Roxburgh 1976 Triumph 2500TC
John Kasmarec John Goss Falcon XB
Graham Bates 1954 Mainline Ute
Albert Neuss 1946 Mercury Ute
Rod Williams Morris Minor
Frank Di Santo 1986 Corvette
Joe and Maureen Vavra Austin 1800 Ute
Jim and Lyn Howard 1986 Nissan Skyline
Chris Hillbrick-Boyd VW Beetle
Bill Grzeskowiak Modern
Darryl Bourke Modern (BMW K1300S)
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CHMC ANNUAL RALLY RUN by Chris Hillbrick-Boyd
TAMC organised a well-run rally over 5 days from Thursday 8 April until
the morning of Monday 12 April. There were over 100 entries and about
the same number of vehicles. The first two days were registration days
with ongoing morning and afternoon teas that included home cooked
goodies. Yum! Country cooking and hospitality at its best.
Allan and Chris arrived into Temora late lunchtime on Friday after
travelling via Harden and Wallendbeen where the bridge over the train
line had been knocked down after a truck side-swiped the bridge. Large
concrete blocks blocked the Burley Griffin Way and signs directed traffic
to detour via Cootamundra and Junee to Temora. Nonplussed we
stopped and were wondering how we could find a shorter detour when a
local man showed us a 2km detour through Wallendbeen and we were
back on Burley Griffin Way on the other side of the missing bridge. We
set up our A'van at the Temora Caravan Park in town close to the Temora
Rural Museum. From our A'van we could see over the back fence the
Museum's “retired” Westpac rescue helicopter and a couple of
ambulances amongst the various discarded machinery.
Friday night was the CHMC AGM held at the Temora Ex-Services Club.
Prior to the Friday night meeting, most participants were found lining up at
the Ex-Services Club's small Bistro. John Corbett (STHARC's delegate)
and Pam arrived in time for the meeting. The meeting went well and was
interesting without being overly controversial. Following the meeting was
an interesting session entitled Editors Corner – led by CHMC Committee
members Jenny Fawbert and Barry Garment. This was the end of the
CHMC formalities for the weekend.
Saturday morning commenced at the TGC with an Official Welcome by
the Temora mayor and then followed morning tea. Allan had entered his
1961 BMW R60/2 and Chris was to be pillion. Leaving the caravan park
Chris managed to get onto the bike okay but getting off proved to be
difficult and Chris needed help from a friend. Lunch stop was the heritage
village of Ariah Park about 35 kms west of Temora. Chris decided that
Allan could ride by himself and she arranged to be a passenger in friends
1955 Rover “Cyclops”car. Lunch was at the local bowling club.
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The Ariah Park village organised for the main street at the end of the
village to be closed off for the display of the Rally vehicles and other
heritage vehicles. One such vehicle was the local pastor's 1914 Alldays
& Onions rare car. Allan had seen the car at the pastor's garage during
our March visit to Ariah Park, but it was my first opportunity. It is amazing
to see beautifully restored vehicles that are over 100 years old and still
going. There were a number of veteran and vintage cars participating in
the Rally and seeing them lined up together was a wonderful sight.
On leaving Ariah Park, participants had a number of options to choose: a
trip to Coolamon, return via Barmedman or back to Temora detouring via
a TAMC member's military vehicle collections. Allan rode back to the
caravan park, whilst Chris' friends chose the military vehicles – varying
from large trucks, small tanks, tractors on tracks (not wheels), utes
(Australian and American) and other wheeled vehicles.
Saturday night was a well-organised BBQ at the TGC. On each table
was a part from Bevan's workshop (TAMC member) and each table was
asked to guess what it was and its use. Bevan then went around to
identify each piece. Some of the suggestions were quite hilarious. Good
entertainment whilst waiting for our turn for dinner.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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Sunday commenced with an ecumenical worship service, followed by a
delicious morning tea. The Show & Shine display was at nearby Lake
Centenary but it took some time organising each participating Clubs
vehicles to drive the short distance. Although the Lake has a large
carpark, it was on the surrounding grassed areas that vehicles were
displayed. CHMC offers a number of trophies that participants vote in as
well as some chosen by a team of experts. The array of vehicles from
veteran to classic was amazing. Another of the veteran's was a Little
whose owners had left Canberra for the warmth of Brisbane, but brought
the vehicle back for the rally. Allan's motorbike was accepted to
participate in the Concours d'Elegance. Although the day was sunny the
cool wind took the edge off the warmth. By mid afternoon most vehicles
had left Lake Centenary and it was free time until the Presentation Dinner
that evening at the Temora Ex-Services Club. Allan and I took the
opportunity to load the motorbike into the back of the Green Dragon aka
our VW Caravelle.
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In 2020 CHMC had arrangements to celebrate 50 years of the Council at
the Half Yearly Meeting, but the Covid health restrictions had caused
these to be cancelled. TAMC decided that the Presentation Dinner would
be a good time to celebrate CHMC's 50th anniversary.
When we walked into the function room we were surrounded with gold
and white decorations – balloons on the tables, serviettes, scattered 50
sprinkles, and a beautifully decorated gold and white decorated cake.
Between courses trophies were announced. Allan won Best Motorcycle
(well his was the only bike – but well deserved), however, a lovely red
and black MGB won the Concours d'Elegance. At the end of the evening
the cake was cut and pieces handed out to all diners.

A Farewell Breakfast was offered at the TGC on Monday morning for all
participants, and included more of the morning tea slices, cakes etc.
Allan and I packed up our A'van and met a couple of our friends who were
travelling back with us as far as Harden again using the “short cut” detour
at Wallendbeen. We had morning tea together and then left them to do a
day trip loop via Cootamundra and Junee back to Temora. Lunch was at
Murrumbateman and then home to unpack and collapse. We thoroughly
enjoyed the Rally and recommend STHARC members to consider
attending the 2022 CHMC Rally – host club will be announced soon.
Quite a few photos from the CHMC Temora Rally are on CHMC's
Facebook page including the veteran & vintage vehicles:
facebook.com/CHMCNSW/photos/
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TRUCK LICENSE by Darryl Bourke
After driving my purchased dual cabin tip truck (5.6 ton Gross) back from
Sydney I realised I needed a truck licence! This was in the nineties so it
was off to the RTA in Queanbeyan to do the necessary paperwork and
book in a driving test.
Learning to drive my dual cabin tip truck was not hard as it is a “small”
truck like the parks and gardens people use. Not having air-breaks It
drives more like a van (which it was replacing). My main concern was
reversing using mirrors only so I spend time reversing through witcheshats I set up in a paddock.
Finally the day came for my test. Luckily I realised as a learner I needed
a licenced driver with me so before arriving at the Queanbeyan RTA I
picked up a friend who had a truck licence.
To my surprise two inspectors, each with clip boards, introduced
themselves to me for my driving test. The second inspector was from
Wollongong and his job was to asses the other inspector.
All three of us headed off in my truck trough the school zone, across the
river and left into Crawford street. (which you cannot turn into now). I
turned right into Crawford street and headed for the outside lane. Wrong!
Apparently if you turn from the medium strip lane you must turn into the
medium strip lane.
This along with some other “wrongs” was sufficient for the inspector to
fail me. I assume he had to be tough given he was being assessed. His
summary comment was “It is a truck not a sports car”. Remember, I
mention it is easy to drive!.
I showed a lot more respect in that I was driving a truck when I resat my
driving test some time later, and passed.
I am now considering going for a Heavy Rigid (HR) manual no-synch
truck licence.
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Seiffert Automotive

All types of mechanical work done to most
makes and models of vehicles.
Authorised Inspection Station NSW & ACT.

Albert & Andrew Neuss
8 Endurance Ave Queanbeyan
02 6297 6225
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